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Abstract  

INTRODUCTION: Conflicting results on dementia risk factors have been reported across 

studies. We hypothesize that variation in data preparation methods may partially contribute 

to this issue. 

 

METHODS: We propose a comprehensive data preparation approach comparing individuals 

with stable diagnosis over time, to those who progress to mild cognitive impairment 

(MCI)/dementia. This was compared to the often-used ‘baseline’ analysis. Multivariate 

logistic regression was employed to evaluate both methods. 

 

RESULTS: The results obtained from sensitivity analyses were consistent with those from our 

multi-time-point data preparation approach, exhibiting its robustness. Compared to analysis 

using only baseline data, the number of significant risk factors identified in progression 

analyses was substantially lower. Additionally, we found that moderate depression 

increased Healthy-to-MCI/Dementia risk, while hypertension reduced MCI-to-Dementia risk. 

 

DISCUSSION: Overall, multi-time-point based data preparation approaches may pave the 

way for a better understanding of dementia risk factors, and address some of the 

reproducibility issues in the field. 

 

Keywords: Dementia progression, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), cardiometabolic risk 

factors, multi-time-point data preparation, multivariate logistic regression, NACC data, 

longitudinal data, baseline. 

 



   
 

1 Background 

Identifying risk factors for dementia is important not only for understanding its underlying 

pathologies, but also for suggesting potential interventions [1]. In particular, 

cardiometabolic risk factors have been suggested to play a significant role in dementia [1-3]. 

However, there remain considerable gaps in knowledge, given that several studies have 

reported contradictory results regarding the impact of such risk factors on cognitive decline 

and dementia [2]. For instance, a study by Solomon and colleagues analysing midlife 

cholesterol levels in an American cohort (n=9,844), at baseline (i.e. single-time-point), found 

an increased risk of dementia associated with elevated cholesterol [4]. However, another 

study analysing a Swedish cohort (n=1,462) found no association between midlife 

cholesterol and dementia risk [5]. Similarly, another study on data from the University of 

Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) Study of Aging [6], analysing baseline data on 624 individuals 

showed significant association between diabetes with cognitive decline. Whereas a 

longitudinal study using the National Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center (NACC) dataset 

(n=11,777) observed no association between diabetes and cognitive decline [7]. In the case 

of hypertension, a study on the Neurological Disorders of Central Spain (NEDICES) cohort 

(n=3,824) showed increased risk of dementia with untreated baseline hypertension [8]. In 

contrast, the 90+ Study (n=559) found lower dementia risk associated with baseline 

hypertension [9]. Both studies applied the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-IV) criteria to determine dementia diagnosis.  

Closely related to cardiometabolic risk factors is midlife obesity, which has been 

reported to increase dementia risk [1-3]. However, this has been challenged by the UK 

Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) cohort (n=1,958,191) findings, that revealed 

reduced dementia risk associated with midlife obesity [10]. Furthermore, considerable 



   
 

differences have been observed across studies on lifestyle-related risk factors, such as 

alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking, and their relationship with dementia risk [11-

14]. Drinking and smoking patterns are differently recorded, for instance smoking in some 

studies is categorized as former, current or never, whereas other studies measure cigarette 

pack-years [13,14]. With regards to the role of depression as a risk factor or a prodrome for 

cognitive impairment, it is still disputable [15-17]. The fact that the pathophysiological 

processes that lead to dementia occur decades before an official diagnosis is made, further 

complicates our understanding of the dementia-depression relationship. Similarly, the 

association between depression and MCI, and the accompanying acceleration in progression 

to dementia is evident in research, however, the cause-and-effect aspect remains debatable 

[18,19].  

Based on the plethora of conflicting findings relating to risk reported in the dementia 

field, it is clear we have a significant reproducibility crisis, and ambiguity regarding the 

nature of association between various risk factors and outcome needs to be addressed. 

There can be several potential explanations, however a key issue is that methodologies used 

to calculate risk are not consistently applied across studies. For example, there are 

differences in sample sizes [4-9], inconsistent use of covariate/outcome definitions [11-14], 

and differences in consideration of treated/untreated groups [8,9], and diagnostic criteria 

used [4-7].  

More importantly, for many risk factors, underlying pathologies and disease status 

vary over time, hence baseline values are not necessarily reflective of measurements at 

follow-ups [20]. Indeed, many individuals who are disease-free at baseline, subsequently 

acquire various medical conditions, including mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia 

as well as cardiovascular disease and stroke. Analysis on baseline values alone may 



   
 

therefore lead to misleading results [20]. Despite this, most studies do not account for 

temporal changes in risk factors [4,6-9,20]. Specifically, they underestimate the real strength 

of associations between risk factors and disease progression by relating the baseline value 

of a risk factor to outcome, even though it may substantially differ from the follow-up 

values (e.g. changing body mass index (BMI)). 

Several studies have previously adapted a multi-time-point analysis approach and 

developed predictive models for progression to dementia [21-23]. However, these studies 

analysed risk factors that are numerical in nature such as cognitive test scores, hippocampal 

volume, total active voxels etc [21-23]. Categorical risk factors, such as presence/absence of 

comorbidities are not generally analysed at multiple time-points. 

In the present study, we analyse several cardiometabolic comorbidities of dementia 

and other related risk factors using a comprehensive, multi-time-point data preparation 

approach. In this approach, data collated from several visits per individual is used to 

determine risk factors for Healthy-to-MCI, Healthy-to-Dementia and MCI-to-Dementia 

conversion. Thereafter, given the measurements of risk factors from successive patient 

visits, we create a consistent set of rules for defining longitudinal changes, and accordingly 

estimate the effect of a set of potential risk factors on progression of disease severity. 

Subsequently, this was compared to the single-time-point analysis method. We believe that 

our multi-time-point approach better represents risk factor changes over time and helps 

minimize bias introduced by varying data preparation methods. 

 

 

 



   
 

2 Methods 

2.1 Data source 

The National Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center (NACC) dataset, one of the largest and most 

comprehensive longitudinal databases for dementia research, collated across the United 

States of America was used in this study. It consists of over 500 variables on lifestyle, genetic 

and clinical data from over 34,000 individuals.  

Details about the NACC consortium and design and implementation of the NACC database 

have been described previously [24]. 

The dataset used in our longitudinal investigation was the NACC Uniform Data Set 

(UDS; n=34,848), collected from UDS visits conducted between September 2005 and June 

2018. Written and informed consent was obtained from all participants and co-participants 

for the UDS by the Alzheimer’s Disease Centers (ADCs). Among the risk factors in the NACC 

data, we selected age at visit, gender, years smoked, alcohol dependence, stroke, cardiac-

arrest/heart-attack, diabetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, BMI and Geriatric 

Depression Scale (GDS) score. These were selected based on evidence from previous studies 

regarding their role in cognitive impairment [1-4,6,8-14,25]. Depression and lifestyle factors 

such as smoking and alcohol dependence are known to be strongly associated with 

metabolic disorders [15-19,26], hence were included in this study.  Incidence of MCI and all-

cause dementia was determined based on clinical diagnosis. Due to low numbers of 

participants in progression groups, all-cause dementia was analysed instead of specific 

dementia subtypes. 

 

 

 



   
 

2.2 Data preparation 

Two data preparation approaches were compared in this study i.e., the traditional 

baseline approach where data was collected from the first patient visit (Fig. 1; Section 

2.2.1), and a multi-time-point progression approach where data from multiple visits was 

collated for each participant (Fig. 2; Section 2.2.2). This was done to reduce bias associated 

with a single measurement of a given risk factor, and to identify change in cognitive status 

over time. Individuals included in the analyses were aged ≥40 years. 

 

2.2.1 Baseline analyses 

Observations from the first visit were analysed for baseline groups. Three 

comparisons were made: Healthy (n=12,622) vs. MCI (n=6,685), Healthy (n=12,622) vs. 

Dementia (n=7,948) and MCI (n=6,685) vs. Dementia (n=7,948). BMI was categorized as 

underweight-1 (<18.5kg/m2), normal-2 (18.5-24.99kg/m2) or overweight-3 (>24.99kg/m2), 

and GDS scores were categorized as no depression-1 (<5), mild depression-2 (5-9) and 

moderate depression-3 (>9). Individuals with missing baseline values (n=7,593) were 

excluded from the analysis (Fig. 1). 

 

2.2.2 Progression analyses 

Three comparisons were assessed for progression analyses: Remained Healthy 

(n=5,431) vs. Healthy-to-MCI (n=543), Remained Healthy (n=5,431) vs. Healthy-to-Dementia 

(n=400), and Remained MCI (n=1,141) vs. MCI-to-Dementia (n=809). Figure 2 depicts the 

data preparation process for the progression groups, and figure 3 depicts the transitions 

between diagnostic groups over time. The length of time from the first visit to subsequent 

diagnosis varied among the progression groups, ranging between 3.10-7.00 years 



   
 

(Supplementary Table 1). Individuals with single observations, dementia at baseline, and 

those with alternating diagnosis between visits were excluded (n=21,090). Moreover, those 

with missing values at baseline (n=560) or only having complete observations for a single 

visit (n=4,871) were also excluded (Fig. 2). Next, a multi-time-point approach was used to 

determine the status of risk factors given the data from multiple visits as explained in 

Section 2.2.2.1.  

 

2.2.2.1 Adjusting observations with respect to progression 

Numerous participants acquired conditions such as stroke, hypertension, and 

depression after their baseline visit. Accordingly, these variables are categorised differently 

at baseline and in subsequent visits. To account for this, we adjusted the values of 

independent variables to reflect how a particular risk factor developed beyond baseline. 

Instances where a risk factor developed after the individual progressed to MCI/dementia 

were not considered. 

Observations for age at visit, number of years smoked, and gender were obtained 

from baseline. Diabetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, alcohol dependence, stroke 

and heart attack/cardiac arrest are categorised in the NACC data as absent-0, active/recent-

1 (occurred within the last year or requiring active management) or inactive/remote-2 

(occurred in the past, i.e. more than one year ago but was resolved or there is no treatment 

currently under way). For these variables, values were set to 0 if all visits were 0, 1 if a single 

visit was 1, and as 2 if all visits were 2. 

BMI was first categorized as underweight-1 (<18.5kg/m2), normal-2 (18.5-24.99kg/m2) or 

overweight-3 (>24.99kg/m2). Change in BMI was determined by calculating the average of 

BMI categories (underweight, normal or overweight) across all visits and qualitatively 



   
 

comparing this to the baseline category to determine increase/decrease/stable progression. 

Given that BMI can increase/decrease within the same category, we decided to take the 

average of BMI categories (as opposed to average of absolute BMI values) to represent 

transition between the groupings. Similarly, GDS scores were categorized as no depression-1 

(<5), mild depression-2 (5-9) and moderate depression-3 (>9). Change in GDS was detected 

by calculating the average of GDS categories (none, mild or moderate) across all visits and 

qualitatively comparing it to the baseline category to determine 

improvement/deterioration/maintenance of condition.  

 

2.3 Statistical analysis 

Univariate analyses were performed to assess differences in demographic 

characteristics. The normality of data was assessed with Shapiro-Wilk test. The significance 

of differences between continuous variables was evaluated using an independent t-test for 

normally distributed data, and the Mann-Whitney U test for non-normally distributed data. 

To compare differences for categorical variables a chi-square test was applied. A 

multivariate logistic regression model was used to explore the relative contributions of the 

risk factors to MCI and all-cause dementia incidence at baseline, and for progression groups. 

False discovery rate (FDR) was applied to adjust for multiple hypothesis testing by 

employing the Benjamini-Yekutieli correction method [27]. False discovery-adjusted p-

values (FDR p) <0.01 were considered statistically significant.  Statistical analyses were 

performed using the ‘PredictABEL’ package in R studio (Version 1.1.423).  

 

 



   
 

2.3.1 Sensitivity analysis 

 Sensitivity analyses were performed to assess the validity of our multi-time-point 

data preparation approach. We analysed the baseline observations of non-converters vs. 

baseline observations of converters from progression groups in order to assess any 

statistically significant differences between these groups. Hence, the following comparisons 

were analysed: (1) baseline observations of individuals who Remained Healthy (n=5,431) vs. 

baseline observations of Healthy-to-MCI converters (n=543); (2) Baseline observations of 

individuals who Remained Healthy (n=5,431) vs. baseline observations of Healthy-to-

Dementia converters (n=400); and finally, (3) baseline observations of individuals who 

Remained MCI over time (n=1,141) vs. baseline observations of MCI-to-Dementia converters 

(n=809). 

 

3 Results 

3.1 General characteristics of participants 

3.1.1 Baseline groups 

Individuals with MCI and dementia were significantly older compared to healthy 

controls (p<2.2e-16, p<2.2e-16 respectively), and a higher proportion of them were married 

(p=4.1e-16, p<2.2e-16 respectively) and had alcohol dependence (p=2e-7, p=2e-18 

respectively). Univariate analysis showed that participants with MCI were more likely to 

suffer from various comorbidities compared to healthy controls or dementia patients 

(Supplementary Table 1). Furthermore, a higher proportion of men suffered from MCI 

(p<2.2e-16), whereas a higher proportion of women suffered from dementia (p<2.2e-16). 



   
 

 

3.1.2 Progression groups 

  While analysing data from progression groups, we found that 543 (8.52%) 

healthy individuals developed MCI over an average duration of 6.7 years, and 400 (6.27%) 

developed dementia over a mean period of 7 years. Additionally, 809 (41.49%) individuals 

with MCI developed dementia over an average of 5.5 years. Individuals who remained 

healthy or MCI, had follow-up data available for an average of 5.4 and 3.1 years respectively 

(Supplementary Table 1, Supplementary Fig.1). The average number of visits for all the 

groups ranged from 3.5-6.7 (Supplementary Table 1). 

Healthy participants who progressed to MCI or dementia over time were significantly 

older (p<2.2e-16, p<2.2e-16 respectively), less educated (p=0.04, p=0.002 respectively) and 

a smaller proportion of them were married (p=0.002, p=0.003 respectively), compared to 

those who remained healthy. Additionally, those who progressed from Healthy-to-MCI had 

a higher average of total years smoked (p=0.003). 

Participants who progressed from MCI-to-Dementia, were significantly older 

(p<0.001), predominantly white (p<0.001), more educated (p=0.01), and a higher proportion 

of them were married (p<0.001), compared to those with stable MCI diagnosis 

(Supplementary Table 1).  

 

3.2 Risk factors associated with baseline and progression analyses 

Adjusted odds ratios for active/inactive stages of comorbidities were measured 

against absence of the disease. BMI (underweight/overweight or decreasing/increasing) and 



   
 

GDS (mild/moderate or decreasing/increasing) categories were measured against normal or 

stable groups for baseline and progression analyses, respectively. 

 

3.2.1 Baseline vs. progression analyses for Healthy and MCI  

Baseline analysis, illustrated in Fig. 4A, found that age (FDR p<0.0001), gender (male; 

FDR p<0.0001), active diabetes (FDR p<0.0001), hypertension (FDR p<0.001) and 

hypercholesterolemia (FDR p < 0.001), history of stroke (FDR p<0.0001) and depression 

(mild and moderate; FDR p<0.0001) were significantly associated with an increased risk of 

MCI when compared to healthy individuals, while being overweight (BMI >24.99kg/m2; 

p<0.001) was significantly associated with a reduced risk of MCI. Given the progression 

group with individuals who Remained Healthy across all visits, versus those who developed 

MCI (Fig. 4B), only age (FDR p<0.0001) and increasing GDS score (from no depression to 

mild/moderate, or from mild to moderate) (FDR p=0.006) were significantly associated with 

an increased risk of Healthy-to-MCI progression. Hence, there is a general reduction in the 

number of risk factors when analysing the progression groups, as compared to baseline 

analyses.   

  

3.2.2 Baseline vs. progression analyses for Healthy and Dementia  

Next, we compared baseline analysis for Healthy vs. Dementia with progression 

analysis i.e. Remained Healthy vs. Healthy-to-Dementia progression. As shown in Fig. 5A, at 

baseline, age (FDR p<0.0001), gender (male; FDR p<0.0001), active and inactive alcohol 

dependence (FDR p<0.0001), history of stroke (FDR p<0.0001), being underweight (BMI 



   
 

<18.5kg/m2; FDR p<0.001) and depression (mild and moderate; FDR p<0.0001) were 

significantly associated with an increased dementia risk. Moreover, being overweight (BMI 

>24.99kg/m2; FDR p<0.0001) was significantly associated with a reduced dementia risk. 

These results are primarily in concordance with existing literature [1-3]. In contrast, upon 

comparing individuals who Remained Healthy, to those who progressed from Healthy-to-

Dementia, age (FDR p<0.0001) and increasing GDS score (FDR p=0.0065) were associated 

with a significantly increased risk of progressing to dementia (Fig. 5B). Again, there is a 

general reduction in the number of risk factors when analysing the progression groups, as 

compared to baseline analyses.  Moreover, the identified risk factors are consistent with 

those for Healthy-to-MCI progression. 

 

3.2.3 Baseline vs. progression analyses for MCI and Dementia  

We then focused on potential risk factors that were differentially associated with 

MCI and dementia. Fig. 6 illustrates baseline (MCI vs. Dementia) and progression analyses 

(Remained MCI vs. MCI-to-Dementia). At baseline, we found that age (FDR p<0.0001) was 

significantly associated with an increased risk of having dementia. Male gender (FDR 

p<0.0001), active diabetes (FDR p=0.003) and hypertension (FDR p=0.002) and being 

overweight (BMI >24.99kg/m2; FDR p<0.0001) on the other hand were associated with a 

reduced risk of dementia. When we considered individuals, who remained MCI over time to 

MCI-to-Dementia converters, age (FDR p<0.0001) was significantly associated with 

increased risk of progression. Furthermore, active hypertension (FDR p=0.002) was 

significantly associated with a reduced risk of MCI-to-Dementia progression, compared to 



   
 

individuals with stable MCI diagnosis. The reduced number of risk factors obtained, as 

compared to baseline analyses, was again observed. 

 

3.3 Sensitivity analysis  

Sensitivity analysis was conducted to examine whether there were any differences between 

the baseline values of stable and progression groups, and if they were consistent with the 

progression analyses. Individuals from the progression groups were identified in the 

baseline samples, and subsequently non-converters were analysed against converters. 

 

3.3.1 Baseline of stable healthy vs. baseline of Healthy-to-MCI  

Baseline analysis of individuals who remained healthy over time vs. those who 

progressed to MCI, revealed significant differences between these two groups in terms of 

depression. Magnitude of adjusted odds ratio for depression (GDS 5-9) 1.48 (p=0.05; 

Supplementary Fig. 2A) was consistent with the progression analysis (Fig. 4B).  

 

3.3.2 Baseline of stable healthy vs. baseline of Healthy-to-Dementia  

When we compared baseline observations of individuals who remain healthy over 

time to those who progressed to dementia, the magnitude of adjusted odds ratio of 1.35 

(p=0.22) for depression (GDS 5-9) was again consistent with the progression analysis (Fig. 

5B). 

 



   
 

3.3.3 Baseline of stable MCI vs. baseline of MCI-to-Dementia  

 Lastly, comparing baseline observations of individuals who remained MCI over time 

versus those who progressed from MCI-to-Dementia, the adjusted odds ratio associated 

with active hypertension 0.85 (p=0.11; Supplementary Fig. 2C), was consistent with the 

progression analysis (Fig. 6B).  

 

Overall, although variability in statistical significance was observed, the results from 

sensitivity analyses revealed similar magnitudes of effect sizes as those of the progression 

groups. This consistency in results increases confidence, that our proposed data preparation 

approach is more robust and minimizes bias. 

 

4 Discussion 

In this study, we showed that when identifying risk factors for MCI and dementia, 

analyses based solely on baseline data (at a single-time-point), generally reproduce the 

existing findings within the literature. Specifically, amongst the risk factors considered in this 

study, majority of significant results from baseline analyses (age, hypercholesterolemia, 

alcohol dependence, stroke, BMI and depression) were in accordance with existing 

literature [1-4,6,8,11-14,26,28-33]. However, in some cases contrasting outcomes were 

observed. We report that at baseline men are at higher risk of dementia (Fig. 5). Prevalence 

of dementia is known to be higher in women [31] due to longevity in women and faster rate 

of disease progression in men [34]. This may reflect inherent bias in self-selecting 

populations in clinical trials or research generally. However, some large population-based 



   
 

studies have reported no gender differences in dementia incidence, or different risk profiles 

for dementia progression in men and women [35,36]. In the NACC cohort, a higher 

proportion of men had a parent with cognitive impairment compared to women. 

Additionally, men had higher average of BMI and number of years of smoking, and a greater 

proportion of them suffered from comorbidities such as diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, 

history of stroke, cardiac arrest/heart attack and alcohol dependence. Collectively, these 

factors might have influenced the outcomes of analyses associated with the data. These add 

further evidence in supporting our hypothesis that baseline analysis can be unreliable, and 

the outcomes may vary across different studies. Comparing MCI and dementia at baseline, 

active stages of diabetes and hypertension were associated with reduced dementia risk in 

contrast to existing literature [1-3,6,8]. 

As opposed to the baseline approach, our proposed multi-time-point progression 

model highlights the features most significantly associated with cognitive decline. Cognitive 

status of participants and risk factors are prone to change over time, therefore risk factors 

measured longitudinally may have a different effect on risk associated with disease severity 

[15,37-39]. Additionally, collating information from multiple visits, and analysing trends of 

BMI and GDS scores, better represent physiological changes over time. We found a 

substantially reduced number of risk factors for progression groups compared to the 

baseline groups. Specifically, our multi-time-point data preparation approach in assessing 

temporal changes in depressive symptoms shows that increased GDS score (vs. stable) was 

significantly associated with an increased risk of Healthy-to-MCI and Healthy-to-Dementia 

progression. Additionally, the proportion of stable healthy individuals (19.7%) with a clinical 

diagnosis of depression was significantly lower than Healthy-to-MCI (35.4%) and Healthy-to-

Dementia converters (46.5%, p<0.001). 



   
 

Several studies adapting varying methodologies have explored the depression-

MCI/dementia relationship. Consequently, evidence exists for depression as a prodrome, a 

risk factor and an accompanying symptom of cognitive impairment [15-19]. A clinical study 

showed no relationship between the level of depression and neuropathologic markers of 

dementia [40], whereas others have found common inflammatory pathology in both 

depression and dementia [41]. There are fewer studies on mechanism, with inconsistent 

findings reported [19]. In the case of MCI, a higher prevalence of depression is observed in 

hospital-based (vs. population-based) studies [42], highlighting the link between different 

diagnostic and selection criteria in different settings, and potentially contrasting outcomes. 

Studies analysing the trajectory of depression (based on relapsing-remitting and number of 

symptoms) found varying dementia risk depending on the course of depression [43]. This 

indicates the importance of optimising research design and approaches to improve 

reproducibility and reliability of research findings. 

Despite contradictory reports, mid-life hypertension is a well-accepted risk factor for 

dementia [1-3,8]. However, in the present study, comparing stable MCI and MCI-to-

Dementia converters exhibited surprising results. Active hypertension (vs. absent) was 

associated with a significantly reduced risk of MCI-to-Dementia progression. In the case of 

late-life hypertension, conflicting findings have been reported so far, even in clinical trial 

studies that evaluated late-life antihypertensive treatment [44]. Our findings suggest that, 

while a history of hypertension may be associated with dementia, late-life active 

hypertension is associated with reduced dementia risk, when compared to stable MCI. A 

cerebral blood-flow study suggested that in the case of essential hypertension, although 

there is an increase in cerebrovascular resistance, it is accompanied by a compensatory 

mechanism that maintains normal cerebral blood flow [45,46]. In chronic hypertension, 



   
 

however, changes in cerebrovascular autoregulation occurred as a result of cerebrovascular 

resistance. It was observed, that due to the structural changes in cerebral small vessels, the 

limits of autoregulation were adjusted to high pressure levels. This indicated that despite 

the increased risk of ischaemia, this adaption of the brain protects it from high intravascular 

pressure [45,46]. Analysing sub-groups of individuals with active hypertension, based on the 

type of drug treatment might offer more insight [47] and will be explored in more detail in 

future work.  

From a wider perspective, contradictory results with respect to dementia risk factors 

are manifold and may be explained by a combination of methodological differences. These 

include study design, diagnostic procedures used to determine grouping, non-standardized 

categorization of variables and outcomes, and selection criteria [18,48]. Moreover, factors 

such as variability in cohort characteristics, time of measurement, and referral patterns may 

also result in different estimates of dementia prevalence [18,48].  

More importantly, differences in data preparation methods, and inconsistencies in 

reporting of such methods in published literature also contributes to outcome variability. 

Indeed, studies have shown that varying interpretations of risk factors, and relating ‘disease 

risk’ to risk factors that are measured at ≤2 time points can lead to misleading results and 

introduce bias [20]. Therefore, in the present study we utilised a multi-time-point data 

preparation approach, using the NACC dataset and cardiometabolic risk factors as an 

exemplar, and demonstrated that few established risk factors are significantly associated 

with risk of progression to MCI and dementia.  

A limitation of this study is the smaller sample size of progression groups which may 

have led to insignificant p-values associated with the risk factors [49].  It is possible that 

depression and hypertension have larger effect sizes compared to the other risk factors 



   
 

analysed in this study, hence they were identified as significant variables in both the 

baseline and progression analyses. Therefore, there is a need for large population studies 

from birth cohorts which would be invaluable to better understand the relationship of 

different risk factors throughout the lifecycle. Further, we have investigated all-cause 

dementia and not specific dementia subtypes, such as Alzheimer’s disease or vascular 

dementia, and this might potentially have led to some mixing effects. Further work should 

focus on specific diseases to reduce such effects, and application to other dementia datasets 

in order to validate our approach. Moreover, it is worth exploring risk factors associated 

with alternating diagnosis to identify which significant factors emerge. This will in turn help 

us understand the similarities, and differences in disease progression between stable and 

unstable converters. 

 Overall, our proposed multi-time-point data preparation approach in analysing risk 

factors for neurological disorders, such as dementia, may provide more robust and 

reproducible results, which are urgently needed in current biomedical and clinical research 

[50]. Subsequently, this approach can also be adapted in other scientific fields.  
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Figure legends 

1. Fig. 1: Data preparation process for baseline groups.  

2. Fig. 2: Data preparation process for progression groups within the NACC dataset. For 

categorical variables 0 represents absent, 1 represents active/recent state (occurred 

within the last year or requiring active management) and 2 represents 

inactive/remote state (occurred in the past, more than one year ago but was 

resolved or there is no treatment currently under way). (NACC: National Alzheimer’s 

Coordinating Center; MCI: mild cognitive impairment; BMI: Body Mass Index; GDS: 

Geriatric Depression Scale). 

3. Fig. 3: Transitions between different diagnostic groups over time in the NACC 

dataset. 

4. Fig. 4: Forest plots of adjusted odds ratios for potential risk factors of baseline 

Healthy vs. MCI, and stable Healthy vs. conversion to MCI. (A) Outcome: Healthy vs. 

MCI; (B) Outcome: Remained Healthy vs. Healthy-to-MCI progression. 

5. Fig. 5: Forest plots of adjusted odds ratios for potential risk factors of baseline 

Healthy vs. Dementia, and stable Healthy vs. conversion to Dementia. (A) Outcome: 

Healthy vs. Dementia; (B) Outcome: Remained Healthy vs. Healthy-to-Dementia 

progression. 

6. Fig. 6: Forest plots of adjusted odds ratios for potential risk factors of baseline MCI 

vs. Dementia, and stable MCI vs. conversion to Dementia. (A) Outcome: MCI vs. 

Dementia; (B) Outcome: Remained MCI vs. MCI-to-Dementia progression. 

 

 


